Serum clinical chemistry and hematology reference values in outbred stocks of albino mice from three commonly used vendors and two inbred strains of albino mice.
Reference values for serum clinical chemistry and hematology parameters are often sought after when attempting to interpret clinical pathology data. Furthermore, the values of parameters may vary between laboratories depending on the techniques being used. Accordingly, laboratories should strive to generate a historical reference value database based upon the methods used. Published reference values can provide an investigator with a useful tool with which to begin the evaluation of data, especially if the laboratory of concern does not have sufficient historical data on the inbred strain or outbred stock of mouse being evaluated. We present the hematology and serum chemistry values of eight different outbred stocks and two separate inbred strains of mice in order to provide reference values that may aid in the scientific and medical interpretation of murine clinical pathology data.